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Pressrelease Stockholm, Sweden 2001-01-24

Halmstad Fastighets AB renews agreement
with Thalamus

Swedish municipal housing cooperation Halmstads Fastighets AB, HFAB,
recently renewed and extended their engagement with Thalamus
Networks. The new agreement includes a total of 3 155 apartments and
is valid until 2004.

Thalamus is the first actor that has qualified as a long term
partner in the short history of broadband.

"We are very proud of the fact that our customers give us their
continued and extended trust to supply our services", says Jan
Tidelius, CEO of Thalamus Networks.

HFAB has offered their residents Internet by broadband since
December 1999.

"This last year has proven that HFAB’s high demands on quality and
security has been fulfilled by Thalamus", says Dan Stenberg, deputy
manager of HFAB. "This is consequently a natural next step for us to
take."

Thalamus Networks AB (www.thalamus.se) is the only operator that can offer a complete
portfolio of services for intelligent living. Apart from Internet access, Thalamus
also offers energy management, information, media and telephony. Thalamus® is

provided over optical fibre, cable-TV and Ethernet (LAN). Thalamus Networks is listed
on the OM Stockholm Stock Exchange’s O-list. The Company built Sweden’s first
commercial high speed property net, combined with control and communications services

for landlords. The Company is expanding rapidly and has offices in Ängelholm, Malmö,
Halmstad, Gothenburg and Stockholm. Thalamus Networks' sales are approximately 40
MSEK a year with 40 employees.
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